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ABSTRACT
“Beauty Too Rich for Use”*:
Billionaires’ Assets and Attractiveness**
We examine how the net worth of billionaires relates to their looks, as rated by 16 people
of different gender and ethnicity. Surprisingly, their financial assets are unrelated to their
beauty; nor are they related to their educational attainment. As a group, however, billionaires
are both more educated and better-looking than average for their age. Men, people who
reside in Western countries, and those who inherited substantial wealth, are wealthier than
other billionaires. The results do not arise from measurement error or nonrandom sample
selectivity. They are consistent with econometric theory about the impact of truncating a
sample to include observations only from the extreme tail of the dependent variable. The
point is underscored by comparing estimates of earnings equations using all employees in
the 2018 American Community Survey to those using a sample of the top 0.1 percent.
The findings suggest the powerful role of luck within the extremes of the distributions of
economic outcomes.
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I.

Motivation
An immense literature has examined the effects of beauty on labor-market outcomes and economic

success more generally (summarized in Hamermesh, 2011). This literature is still burgeoning, as shown by
recent research on beauty and labor markets generally for the U.S. (Scholz and Sicinski, 2015; Monk et al.,
2021), for Australia (Borland and Leigh, 2014), and for many other countries (Sierminska, 2015). Our
question is whether these now very well-established findings also characterize the economic well-being of
the most economically successful people on the planet

billionaires.

To answer this question, in Section II we describe the sample of plutocrats, including explaining
how we evaluated their attractiveness. Section III presents the analysis of the data that were developed,
focusing on the relationship bet een the billionaires assets and their rated beaut

and educational

attainment, and controlling for other objective characteristics that might affect differences in net financial
worth. In Section IV we present reasons explaining our results and offer another example, using the 2018
American Community Survey, that helps to rationalize the findings about billionaires.
II.

The Sample of Billionaires
Since 1987, the U.S. business magazine Forbes has compiled a list of the orld s billionaires. The

data have rarely been used b economists,

ith Castaldi and Milako i (2007), Kaplan and Rauh (2013),

and Bagchi and Svejnar (2015) being the few examples of studies using these data; and none appears to
have employed this source of data to anal e ho the billionaires personal characteristics determine their
wealth. Estimating billionaires

ealth involves dozens of reporters across multiple countries. Forbes aims

to calculate net worth, including public and private firms, real estate, and other assets, minus any debts
(Dolan, 2012). The value of private companies is calculated by combining estimates of revenues or profits
with price-to-revenue or price-to-earnings ratios for similar public firms. Families are excluded if wealth
per family member is below one billion U.S. dollars. Forbes attempts to verify its estimates with the
billionaires themselves, although some do not respond. Royal families and dictators, whose wealth is
contingent on their position, are not included in the Forbes billionaire list (Kroll, 2006). Our data are from
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the 2008 Forbes list, which used as its counting day February 11, 2008 (Kroll, 2008), and which estimated
the wealth of 1125 billionaires, publishing photographs of 727.
To update the data, all monetary values were inflated to 2021 U.S. dollars. The first row in the
upper panel of Table 1 describes these indi iduals net financial orth. Unsurprisingl , the distribution is
quite skewed, with the standard deviation exceeding the mean and, as in most such distributions, with a
long right tail.1 We include in Table 1 and in the subsequent analyses only the 715 billionaires (of the 727
with pictures) who were photographed alone and on whom we could obtain information on education.2
The billionaires averaged age 61, with substantial variation around that (ranging from Mark
Zuckerberg, Facebook, age 23, to John Simplot, potato processing, age 99). Ninety-two percent of the
billionaires on the list were men. We classified them by their country of residence, creating the variable
Western for all those based in North America, Europe (including Russia), Israel, South America, Australia,
and New Zealand (so that billionaires who reside in China, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea, Taiwan,
Turkey, or the United Arab Emirates were considered non-Western). Seventy-seven percent were coded as
Western. We coded an indicator Inherited for billionaires who had inherited their businesses, although in
many cases the business had been greatly expanded by the inheritors. We also obtained billionaires
educational attainment, creating an indicator of whether they were college graduates. A remarkable 73
percent had attained at least a four-year college degree.
We use a panel of 16 students at the Australian National University, aged in their twenties and
thirties, of whom eight were men and eight women, to rate the beauty of each billionaire. Two of the male
raters and one of the female raters had non-Western surnames. Billionaires photographs ere taken from
the Forbes website, and placed in random order into a PDF document, with five photographs appearing on
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The wealthiest three billionaires in 2008 were Warren Buffett, Carlos Slim Helu, and Bill Gates.
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We could not obtain the educational attainment of five of the 727; and seven others were only photographed with one
or more other people.
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each page. The document contained fields that allowed raters to enter their scores, so the ratings were done
on-screen rather than in print. Each rater was paid A$40 (US$29).
Raters were asked to assign each billionaire a score between 1 and 10, with 1 being very beautiful,
and 10 being not beautiful at all. Although this scale is the reverse of what is often used, we are not
worried that the raters misinterpreted it: The scale appeared at the top of every page of the rating document,
and there was a high positive correlation across rater-pairs. (All except one of the 120 rater-pair correlations
were statistically significant at the 1 percent level, with the remaining one significant at the 5 percent level).
For ease of interpretation, in what follows we reverse the scale so that it takes the conventional form, with
higher ratings reflecting greater attractiveness.
If the raters had graded the beauty of the billionaires symmetrically, their scores would have
averaged 5.5 (the midpoint of the 10 to 1 scale). Instead, the average across all ratings and raters was 4.76.
This result suggests that the typical rater found the attractiveness of the typical billionaire to be below
average. This is unsurprising: We know that even if raters are instructed to abstract from the effects of age
on appearance, they are incapable of doing so. The looks of older people are generally rated low
(Hamermesh, 2011, Chapter 2), and the billionaires do not differ from others in this regard. To circumvent
this problem and heterogeneit in raters evaluations, we unit-normali e each rater s e aluations.
As the bottom panel of Table 1 shows, there was substantial heterogeneity in how the 16 raters
perceived the looks of the subjects. The lowest-variance rater included a standardized range of less than
two standard deviations, while at the other extreme a rater included a range of over six standard deviations.3
Given the idiosyncrasies inherent in the ratings, we first took a simple average of all 16 standardized ratings,
with statistics reported in the second row of the bottom panel of Table 1.4

3

We recognize that this suggests that unit normalization does not perfectly describe each discrete set of ratings. Using
other summary measures of the ratings did not qualitatively alter the results reported in the next section.
4

The means here and below differ very slightly from zero because the ratings were of all 727 billionaires rather than
the 715 included in the sample analyzed in Table 2.
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Because the raters assessed beauty somewhat similarly, the standard deviation of the average of the
16 standardized ratings is below one (as it is in Biddle and Hamermesh, 1998, which used a similar rating
scheme). The Cronbach alpha for the 16 raters is 0.88, suggesting substantial agreement among raters, as
did the pairwise correlations. The next two rows aggregate the ratings by male, then by female raters. There
is some hat more ariation in the omen s ratings of the billionaires, but the ranges and the variability of
the ratings are quite close by gender of the raters.
The final row of the table presents statistics describing an aggregation of ratings based on matches
of the location and gender of the billionaires to the ethnicity and gender of the raters. Thus, the average
rating assigned to the 506 Western males was the average standardized rating by the six ethnically Western
male students, that assigned to the 14 non-Western females was the rating by the non-Western female
student, etc. Perhaps because those who are ethnically similar and of the same gender are better able to
distinguish differences in attractiveness, these ratings exhibit greater variability and a wider range.5
The average standardized rating of the attractiveness of the 54 female billionaires in the sample is
one standard deviation above that of men s, a difference seen in some but not all studies.6 The correlation
of billionaires ages and their average standardized beauty rating is -0.44, and the average beauty rating
drops more rapidly with age among women billionaires. There is no difference in average ratings within
male or female billionaires between those who did and did not inherit their wealth.
III.

The Impact of Looks on Assets
We relate the billionaires assets (in logarithms) to various indexes of their beauty, as assessed by

the entire panel of raters. Column (1) of Table 2 presents the simple bivariate relationship between the two.
The point estimate is small, statistically insignificant, and negative

there is no evidence of the positive

5

This has been shown repeatedly, with a clever experiment (Kamakura and Jones, 2014) demonstrating it most clearly.

6

While the women are slightly younger than the men (59 versus 61), even accounting for the slight age difference they
are rated as substantially more attractive than the male billionaires.
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relationship between economic outcomes and looks that has been so widely demonstrated in the literature.7
Column (2) adds all the available controls to the equation. The effect of beauty remains small and
statistically insignificant. The impact of having attained a college degree on net financial worth within the
sample is also essentially zero: Additional education, defined as having completed college, has a small
negative but statistically insignificant effect.
Billionaires based in Western countries are 27 percent wealthier than otherwise identical
billionaires. Male billionaires are 14 percent wealthier than female billionaires, once we account for gender
differences in inheritance status (since 23 percent of male billionaires, but 87 percent of females in the
sample inherited substantial wealth). There is a U-shaped relationship between wealth and age, with a
minimum at age 56 (the 35th percentile of the age distribution). The marginal effect of age becomes positive
with a t-statistic above one after age 66 (the 63rd percentile of age). Presumably the youngest billionaires
are very successful nouveaux ultra-riches, whereas after age 56 much of the increase reflects accumulation
based on existing wealth.
Having inherited at least part of a business places a billionaire s ealth 22 percent abo e that of
another billionaire who did not inherit. This inference does not imply that financial inheritance is the only
advantage that enabled these people to become billionaires: Luck and social connections may matter too. It
simply suggests that having received large financial transfers from one s parents, late spouse, or siblings
tends to move one up the billionaire list.
In Column (3) we replace the average standardized beauty rating with the matched ratings

the

combination of gender and ethnically identical billionaires and raters. The estimated impact of perceived
beauty is still very small (each one-standard deviation is associated with 2.4 percent greater net financial
worth), and, while positive, the estimate is statistically insignificant. The results presented in Column (4)
are based on a fully specified model using the matched set of beauty ratings. They differ little from those

7

Although it is likely that everyone in the sample has the means to invest in improving her/his looks, if there is a
positive correlation between wealth and such investment in this sample, it would generate a positive bias in this
estimated parameter.
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in Column (2), although beauty is positively, albeit not statistically significantly related to net financial
worth, with a one-standard deviation higher beauty rating related to 4.9 percent higher wealth. The
estimated impacts of the control variables hardly change from those presented in Column (2). The estimates
in Columns (2) and (4) also change very little if we restrict the sample to Western or even to U.S.-based
billionaires.8
With only eight percent of the sample being female, we cannot draw useful inferences by estimating
the equations separately for both men and women. Instead, Columns (5) and (6) present the results of
estimating the equations shown in Columns (2) and (4) for male billionaires only. Again, the estimated
impact of looks on net financial worth is low and statistically insignificant, although using the average
based on matched ratings (men disaggregated by location/ethnicity) the estimate approaches statistical
significance and is not tiny (with a one standard-deviation higher beauty rating associated with 6.3 percent
greater wealth).
Two-thirds of the sample are billionaire males who did not inherit their wealth. Perhaps members
of this sub-sample who were more successful economically had used their looks to get further ahead. To
examine this possibility, in Column (7) we present estimates of the expanded equation estimated over this
smaller, less heterogeneous sub-sample. The results are slightly weaker than those shown in Column (6),
with beauty having a positive but statistically insignificant (t = 1.32) relation to net financial wealth, and
with the impact of greater educational attainment again being tiny (negative) and not statistically significant.
If instead of only Western male raters we use all 13 Western raters, the beauty rating in this sub-sample has
almost no impact (t = 0.06), and the estimated impact of educational attainment remains negative and
statistically insignificant.
To examine further the robustness of our essentially null results, we experimented with other
specifications beyond those reported in Table 2. We added the standard deviation of the standardized ratings

8

In the sample of 548 Western billionaires the estimated coefficients on the average matched beauty rating and the
indicator of college graduation are 0.072 (s.e. = 0.061) and -0.032 (s.e. = 0.081) respectively; in the sample of 278
U.S. billionaires the analogous estimates are 0.104 (s.e. = 0.080) and -0.142 (s.e. = 0.120).
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of each billionaire by the 16 students to the specification in Column (2) of Table 2, thus inquiring whether
billionaires about whose looks the raters were more uncertain have greater or lesser financial assets. This
additional variable hardly altered the estimated impact of the average beauty rating. Estimating the same
specification 16 times using each rater s scores alone ields an a erage estimated impact of -0.008.
Similarly, re-specifying the equation by substituting the standardized beauty rating averaged across the
eight male raters does not qualitatively alter the conclusions from Table 2; and when we use only the
average standardized rating across the eight female raters the results again change little. Finally, estimating
median (least absolute deviations) regressions does not alter the conclusions.
IV.

Why Such Weak Effects?
Beauty has been shown to improve success in the labor market and in other endeavors in a large

variety of occupations, many of which involve populations of highly paid people. Citing only fairly recent
studies, these include academics (Babin et al., 2020); celebrities (Gergaud et al., 2012); corporate directors
(Geiler et al., 2018); economists (Hale et al., 2021); women professional golfers (Ahn and Lee, 2014);
political candidates (Benjamin and Shapiro, 2009; King and Leigh, 2009; Jones and Price, 2017); regional
political leaders (Ling et al., 2019); prostitutes (Arunachalam and Shah, 2012); NFL quarterbacks (Berri et
al., 2011); professional speedboat racers (Yamamura et al., 2021), and professional tennis players
(Bakkenbüll and Kiefer, 2015). With beauty clearly important in so many different areas, why do we find
that among billionaires, financial assets are essentially unrelated to beauty?
One possibility is that our ratings of beauty are random, consisting mostly of measurement error.
This beauty is in the eye of the beholder caveat can be and has been raised with most such studies, and
we cannot absolutely refute it. We should note, however, that the coherence among the views of the raters
in this study is as high as that among raters in other studies in which multiple individuals judged looks
based on photographs, and in which the averages of their ratings were strongly and significantly related to
the subjects economic outcomes. Thus, while there may be measurement error in the ratings, any errors
are highly correlated across raters. This suggests that our raters percei e the billionaires beaut the
the average adult does, and that something else is generating the absence of any estimated impact.
7

a

Another possibility is that measurement error contaminates the estimates of net financial wealth,
thus generating the statistical insignificance of the relationships between wealth and beauty, and wealth and
educational attainment. We examine this potential difficulty by obtaining information on those billionaires
who were on the Forbes list in both 2008 and another year, 2018, and re-estimating the equations in Table
2 using the logarithm of their average net worth across these two years. The equations, estimated over 68
percent of billionaires in the 2008 sample, yield point estimates that are lower and of even lesser statistical
significance than those shown in Table 2.9 Measurement error in the dependent variable does not appear to
be an issue.
Still another possibility is that those billionaires included in the analysis
photographs and information on their education were available

the 64 percent for whom

were nonrandomly selected from the

entire 2008 list of 1125 Forbes billionaires. For this possible non-randomness to bias the results, it must
also be the case that, at a given net worth, the billionaires were selected non-randomly along the dimension
of their looks.
To examine this potential bias, we estimate a probit describing selection into the sample. This
analysis shows that billionaires with higher net worth are significantly more likely to have had a photograph
accompanying their Forbes profile (although the pseudo-R2 is only 0.03). While the first necessary
condition for bias thus exists, albeit only very weakly, there is no reason to believe that the second does.
The photographs were not self-selected

it is not that good-looking (or bad-looking) billionaires were more

likely to supply their portraits. Indeed, very few of the photos included were portraits. Instead, virtually all
the images are news photographs, taken at public events such as media conferences, gala balls, sporting
matches, and movie openings. The inclusion of photographs depended on what the Forbes journalists could
find in their image archive, not on the willingness of billionaires to supply portraits.

9

496 of the 727 billionaires who formed the basic sample in 2008 were among the 2,208 included in 2018. The
probability of being on the Forbes list in 2018 conditional on being on the 2008 list was significantly lower among
older billionaires and those with lower wealth in 2008; but the overwhelming majority of the variance in this
probability was not explicable by variations in the billionaires characteristics (pseudo-R2 = 0.05).
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Our results cannot be rationalized by measurement error in the crucial explanatory variable,
measurement error in the dependent variable, nor sample selection. There is, however, a consistent
explanation. Consider the process determining log wealth (W). (The same equation could be written
describing earnings.)
(1) Ln(Wi) = F(Bi) + G(Xi) + Di +

i

; F , G >0, F , G <0 ,

where B is the beauty of individual i; X is a large vector of factors that determine wealth (e.g., education,
age, experience, non-cognitive skills, etc.); D is a vector of fixed demographic characteristics (e.g., race,
gender, location); and

i

is the usual error term, assumed to be normally distributed. F(Bi) + G(Xi) + Di is

the deterministic part of wealth.
Restricting the sample to i

{Wi

$1b}, to individuals in the upper 0.0001 percent of households

worldwide arrayed by assets (at least 4.5 standard deviations above the mean), we are selecting the sample
by truncating the dependent variable very far into the right tail of its distribution. At this level, given the
assumptions about F and G, the marginal impacts of beauty, B, or any variable X, will be tiny. That is
exactly what we observe, for both beauty and education.
Based on the model in (1), we also expect that this highly truncated sample will be characterized
by above average values of B and X. We do observe this for educational attainment. The 73 percent of the
sample who graduated from college is much greater than the college graduation rate in the entire world
population, and substantially greater even than that in wealthy Western economies.10
Are billionaires more beautiful than other adults of the same age? It is difficult to compare beauty
in this sample to that in other samples; but we can base a rough comparison to the sample in Hamermesh
and Parker (2005). They had six university students use a ten-point scale to rate the appearance of 94
university professors ages 29-73 based, as in the sample of billionaires, on photographs posted on the
internet. Using their raw data, we matched billionaires to professors of similar ages, generating a
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In the U.S. in 2008, 30 percent of adults ages 23 or over (the age range among the billionaires) had attained at least
a college degree (calculated from the CPS-MORG, 2008).
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comparison of the average raw ratings of the billionaires looks to the average raw ratings of age-matched
professors looks. The average among billionaires in the age range 29-73 was 4.88 (s.e. = 0.04); among the
age-matched professors it was 3.97 (s.e. = 0.10). The billionaires were judged as being exactly one standard
deviation more attractive than professors of the same age, with the difference being highly statistically
significant.11 This admittedly loose comparison suggests, as our interpretation of the process predicts, that
the billionaires are better-looking than others of the same age.12
In sum, within this restricted sample, wealth varies mainly due to differences in random draws from
the extreme upper tail of the distribution of . It is unrelated to determinants of income generally

as we

showed, to beauty and to educational attainment. However, those in this extreme upper tail of wealth are
more educated and better-looking than the average person of the same age. They have higher values of
those variables that generate economic success in the entire population.
F. Scott Fitzgerald s aphorism applies to billionaires too: The [super-]rich are not like you and
me. Studies of beauty and earnings among high income groups, such as business leaders and professional
athletes, are still considering people whose economic position is far below the level of those in our study.
Most people in those other studies are employees or must sell their services to the public or to an employer;
the billionaires are almost entirely entrepreneurs of some kind. Given the role that chance plays in
entrepreneurial accomplishments (Kerr, et al., 2014), extraordinary success as an entrepreneur is difficult
to predict based on observable characteristics. (If it were otherwise, allocating venture capital would be
considerably easier.) What is true of entrepreneurs in general is doubly true when distinguishing between
leading entrepreneurs. If we focus on the orld s top entrepreneurs, observables become almost irrelevant.
Whether someone has assets five standard deviations above the mean or six standard deviations above the

11

One might be concerned that the billionaires greater financial resources enabled them to purchase much more and
much better plastic surgery. True; but the evidence (Lee and Ryu, 2012) clearly suggests that plastic surgery produces
onl minor changes in others perceptions of one s appearance.
12

Restricting the sample to male billionaires ages 29-73 reduces the beauty gap between billionaires and matched
university professors, but it remains large and highly statistically significant.
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mean is rarely a matter of observables. This far along the extreme right tail of the distribution, luck
dominates.13
To verify this explanation in a totally different context, consider earnings determination among
employees in the U.S. Taking the American Community Survey 2018, we estimate a standard Mincerian
earnings equation on large sub-samples (over 1 million respondents in each) of full-time (35+ hours per
week) male employees and female employees. The results are shown in Columns (1) and (3) of Table 3, in
which estimates of the impacts of the X variables, educational attainment and potential experience (age
minus years of schooling minus 6), are shown, along with those of the D variables, race/ethnicity and marital
status. The parameter estimates are standard. Higher levels of education are associated with higher earnings.
Men s earnings rise through 31 years of potential post-schooling experience, omen s through 32 years in
these cross-sections. Other things equal, there is a strong marriage premium among men, a much smaller
premium among women. White non-Hispanic men earn about 16 percent more than otherwise identical
minority men, white non-Hispanic women about 7 percent more.
What if we restrict these two samples to employees whose annual earnings place them in the top
0.1 percent of earners and estimate the same earnings equations? This restriction confines the sample to
men with annual earnings of at least $652,000, and women with earnings of at least $543,000.14 Note that
while this sample is highly selected, the extent of selectivity is only 1/1000 of that which produced the
sample of billionaires (some of whom enjoy a daily wealth increase of more than half a million dollars). As
with the sample of billionaires, the top 0.1 percent of full-time employees in the American Community
Survey are better educated and more experienced (older) than the average employee. Put another way, the
characteristics that produce higher earnings in the population generate the sub-sample of very high-earning
employees.

13

Warren Buffett has emphasized the role of luck in his success, pointing out that he won the ovarian lottery by
being born in the United States, and being born in an era where the economy provides outsize rewards for someone
with a talent for valuing businesses (Martin, 2018).
14

Limitations of sample size prevent going still further up the distributions of earnings.
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Within the sub-sample of high earners, however, differences in those characteristics do not produce
differences in earnings. The estimates of the determinants of their earnings are shown in Columns (2) and
(4) of Table 3. Differences in education in these sub-samples have no impact on annual earnings; and the
effects of post-schooling experience are also tiny. Just as with the relationships between education and
assets, and beauty and assets, in the previous section, so too here the outcome is mainly the result of
randomness (or of the impacts of unobservables). When we truncate the dependent variable so that the subsample consists only of observations in the extreme right tail of the distribution, empirical regularities in
earnings determination that are strong and significant within the full sample disappear entirely.
V.

Conclusion
Among the ultra-rich, beauty and wealth are unrelated. The same is true for educational attainment

and wealth. These findings are inherently interesting, since they stand in contrast to the strong relationships
between physical attractiveness and success, and education and success, that have been documented in
many other contexts. Our results, however, speak to a deeper methodological point: Statistical relationships
that hold across broad populations may not persist within the extremes of the distribution. To illustrate this
idea, we show that when a sample of U.S. employees is truncated to exclude the bottom 99.9 percent, the
usual education-earnings and age-earnings relationships disappear. To experienced econometricians, this
finding might be unsurprising. The literature on the impact of truncating a dependent variable goes back to
at least Heckman (1976). Its implications for empirical research are, however, easily forgotten.15
The impact of truncating the dependent variable is relevant not only to wealth and earnings. We
might expect it to affect studies of the relative success of other elite groups, such as Olympic athletes, Nobel
prize winners, Hollywood stars, and Fortune 500 CEOs. At the opposite tail of these distributions, the same
statistical difficulty may also affect analyses of the determination of economic outcomes among especially
disadvantaged groups, such as the long-term homeless, the persistently unemployed, habitual drug users,

15

They are also widely ignored in the popular media, as illustrated by stories touting a very high representation of
college dropouts among billionaires (e.g., Hess, 2017).
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and people with chronic health problems. Luck matters more at the extremes. When we sample only from
the tails, the world becomes less predictable.

13
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Sample of Billionaires and Their Looks (N = 715)
Variable:

Mean

Std. deviation

Net worth
(in 2021 billion USD)

$5.58

($7.89)

Age

61.2

(13.8)

Male

0.924

Western

0.766

College graduate

0.730

Inherited

0.283

Range
[$1.24, $76.88]

[23, 99]

Standardized beauty ratings:
Range of ranges of
standardized ratings

[-0.58, 1.33]

[-2.65, 4.06]

16 ratings

0.01

(0.57)

[-1.24, 2.27]

8 men s ratings

0.01

(0.60)

[-1.19, 2.42]

8 women s ratings

0.00

(0.66)

[-1.51, 2.52]

16 ratings, rater/billionaire
Match by gender, ethnicity

0.01

(0.73)

[-1.54, 2.94]

1

Table 2. The Relationship between Wealth and Beauty Among Billionaires*
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Entire Sample

(6)

(7)

Men

Ind. Var.:
Beauty (average of 16
standardized ratings)

-0.021

-0.030

(0.054)

(0.065)

-------

-------

Beauty (raters matched by ------- ------ethnicity & gender)

(0.042) (0.051)

Age

-------

-------

-0.016

0.033

Western

-------------

College grad

Inherited

-------

-------

-------

N=

0.065

-------

0.092

0.082

(0.055)

(0.062)

-0.016

-0.032

(0.017)

(0.018)

(0.018)

(0.021)

0.00014 ------- 0.00013

0.00018

0.00016

0.00030

(0.00014)

(0.00015) (0.00015 ) (0.00017)

(0.00014)

0.239

-------

0.129

-------

0.209

0.187

0.162

0.248

(0.075)

(0.079)

(0.077)

(0.089)

0.040

-------

-------

------

(0.132)

(0.126)

-0.028

------- -0.040

-0.035

-0.045

-0.054

(0.072)

(0.071)

(0.075)

(0.074)

(0.081)

------

0.200

-------

(0.074)

Adj. R2

------

-0.020

(0.076)

Male

------

-0.012

(0.017)

Age2

0.014
(0.071)

0.197

0.193

0.192

(0.074)

(0.075)

(0.075)

-0.001

0.019

-0.0006

0.021

0.014

0.018

0.025

715

715

715

715

661

661

506

*

Dependent variable is the logarithm of net worth.

2

Table 3. Determinants of Earnings Among All Workers, and the Top 0.1 Percent, ACS 2018
(1)

(2)

(3)

Males

(4)

All
N=
Ind. Var.:
Experience

Experience2/100

1,240,692

Some college

College

Graduate

Adj. R2

All

1,289

1,011,936

Top 0.1%
1,099

0.058

0.002

0.050

0.0001

(0.001)
[26.55]

(0.0002)
[21.80]

(0.0011)
[25.77]

-0.093

-0.002

-0.075

-0.0004

(0.0004)

(0.002)

(0.004)

(0.00002)

0.016

0.071

-0.001

(0.008)
[0.838]

(0.002)
[0.633]

(0.006)
[0.720]

(0.001)
[0.643]

High school

Top 0.1%

(0.0002)
[21.80]

White non-Hispanic 0.151

Married

Females

0.280

0.010

0.052

0.0003

(0.002)
[0.689]

(0.012)
[0.941]

(0.002)
[0.706]

(0.010)
[0.829]

0.318

-0.061

0.383

-0.024

(0.003)
[0.359]

(0.042)
[0.025]

(0.003)
[0.304]

(0.032)
[0.064]

0.518

0.010

0.606

-0.004

(0.003)
[0.233]

(0.041)
[0.034]

(0.003)
[0.267]

(0.031)
[0.057]

0.964

-0.027

1.054

0.007

(0.003)
[0.202]

(0.039)
[0.352]

(0.004)
[0.234]

(0.031)
[0.318]

1.249

-0.013

1.341

-0.010

(0.003)
[0.112]

(0.039)
[0.585]

(0.004)
[0.140]

(0.039)
[0.553]

0.331

0.033

0.272

0.001

$697.47
$651.00

$44.99

$604.74
$543.00

Dep. Var. statistics
Annual earnings (000$)
Mean
$59.90
99.9 percentile cut-off

*Estimated standard errors in parentheses, means in brackets. All estimates are based on sampling (person) weights.
The dependent variable is the logarithm of total annual personal earned income
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